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Lex Heerma van Voss
Poor Relief Institutions in North-Western Europe (1550-1800)*

Around the North Sea in the Early Modern Period, a number of developed
economies succeeded each other: in Flanders, the Dutch Republic and England.1
They were both capitalist and relatively developed among contemporary economies. De Vries and Van der Woude, in a seminal overview, dubbed the Dutch
economy of the seventeenth century the First Modern Economy. Many of the capitalist innovations developed in these centres, were adopted in other countries, far
and near. Exchanges, financial services like insurances or the model of large international companies travelled from one of these centres to elsewhere. The Bank of
Amsterdam or the structure of the Dutch East India Company served as a model,
not only in London, but also in Hamburg, Kopenhagen and Göteborg. This paper
poses the question to which extent ideas on poor relief and institutional innovations travelled in a similar way.
Many students of the welfare state have noted that, although the decisive development of a system we could justify calling a welfare state only started in the last
two decades of the nineteenth century, they build upon older traditions which made
the establishment of welfare states possible.2 The areas in which these older traditions can be found do not necessarily coincide with the territories of nineteenth and
twentieth century states. Before the day of modern media and the formation of
modern nations the links between coastal areas of different nations were often
more intensive than those between each of these coasts and its hinterland. Trade
and transport of bulky goods over water were cheaper than over land. Shipping and
fishing also made for frequent contacts between the coastal populations. As
Braudel has argued for the Mediterranean and others for other seas, these intensive
contacts explain common traits found on the shores of a sea, even if these belonged to different political entities. Such common traits can indeed be discerned

* A large part of this material was published earlier as The Embarrassment of Poverty. Why do the
proverbial welfare states border on the North Sea?, in Labour, Social Policy and the Welfare State, A. KNOTTER, B.
ALTENA, D.DAMSMA eds., Amsterdam 1997, pp. 17-34.
1 Stein ROKKAN elegantly combined the spatial dimension with others in his explanation of the
development of different types of states in Dimensions of State Formation and Nation Building: a Possible
Paradigm for Research on Variations Within Europe, in The Formation of National States in Western Europe, ed.
C. TILLY, Princeton 1975, pp. 562-600. See also the comments in C. TILLY, Big Structures, Large
Processes, Huge Comparisons, New York 1984, pp. 130-139.
2 E.g. D. VAN DAMME, Armenzorg en de staat. Comparatief-historische studie van de origines van de moderne
verzorgingsstaat in West-Europa (voornamelijk achttiende tot begin negentiende eeuw), Gent 1990.
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for the North Sea coasts.3 Some of the characteristics the North Sea shores had in
common can be linked logically and historically with the development of the welfare state.

1. Religion
Religion, the first common trait to be discussed here, is something of a cliché in
the discussion of poor relief and the forerunners of the welfare state. In the literature two ideal types of poor relief have been described. The first ideal type is the
older one. It consists of individuals giving indiscriminate alms directly to beggars in
the street or at their door. In some country areas those who could afford to do so
would provide the local poor with life’s necessities in turn, if necessary taking them
in their homes and feeding them at their table. Helping the poor contributed to the
salvation of the benefactor’s soul. The poor therefore had a useful social function
in supplying potential benefactors with an object for their charity. Poverty had an
air of sanctity. This system has been associated with the pre-Reformation period
and with Roman Catholicism. The second, later, type consisted of professional institutions with a centralised administration on the local level, selecting only the deserving poor, giving them a certain, prescribed amount of money or goods and
keeping book of these gifts. In this system able-bodied (‘sturdy’) and therefore nondeserving beggars were acted against, if not outright prosecuted. If possible, they
were disciplined or trained to learn to work. The poor were certainly in no way
saintly. This system has been thought of as Protestant.
As the North Sea shores developed into the heartland of Protestantism, a different attitude towards poor relief there could have been at the root of the later
welfare state developments. Recent opinion, however, has developed doubts about
the universality of the relation between the Reformation and the innovation of
poor relief which is more or less contemporary to it. It is now argued that this
transformation of the ideal of charity from a direct personal to an abstract impersonal relation was well under way in urbanised Europe before the Reformation.
The same holds true for the opposition against begging. The second type was also
found in Catholic cities, for instance in Northern Italy. Even in not so urbanised
3 What is to be considered the area under influence of the North Sea in this context is therefore
not originally determined by the national borders as they eventually developed, but by the ease with
which an area could be reached from the North Sea and by the presence or absence of competition
from other cultures. There was such competition on the continent, but not in England from the Celtic
fringe, nor in Norway from the sparsely populated Northern provinces. The North Sea area as
discussed here therefore comprises the coastal provinces of the Southern and Northern Netherlands,
The North-western coastal area of Germany, Denmark with its pre-1645 borders (which include the
Southern tip of present day Sweden and Norway, lowland Scotland and the whole of England without
its Celtic fringe. At the start of the 1500-1800 period there are no good reasons to exclude from this
area the Southern shores of the Baltic, which shared many traits and had intensive communication
with the North Sea area proper. In the second half of the period, however, these Baltic shores became
more oriented towards the large territorial states that bordered or conquered them. L. HEERMA VAN
VOSS, When was the North Sea?, in Bridging Troubled Waters. Conflict and Co-operation in the North Sea Region
since 1550, D.J. STARKEY, M. HAHN-PEDERSEN eds., Esbjerg 2005, pp. 83-112; The North Sea and
Culture (1550-1800), J. RODING, L. HEERMA VAN VOSS eds., Hilversum 1996.
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Denmark-Norway the distinction between deserving and undeserving poor was already introduced in legislation by Christian II (1513-1523) which predates the
Reformation.4 In recent publications, the explanation for the choices made in the
organisation of poor relief is often sought in local circumstances.5
Still, some reasons for the traditional association between the Reformation and
the sixteenth century changes in poor relief seem to have retained their validity.6
Catholicism retained an older association between poverty and holiness which was
absent in all varieties of Protestantism. Only in Catholic eyes had the poor a religious and social function in supplying rich benefactors with opportunities to obtain
eternal salvation.7 Protestantism never knew institutions like mendicant friars or
poor pilgrims who asked for hospitality. Protestant Reformers, Luther among
them, objected to begging and suggested the second type of poor relief. Luther and
Calvin taught that giving alms cannot influence the benefactor’s salvation. In the
1520s Luther even developed poor relief regulations along these lines for some
German towns. He gave the civic authorities a large place in his provisions.
One of the important complaints of supporters of the Reformation was precisely the mis-management of church funds. The Reformation of Hamburg, for instance, was brought about in the 1520s by citizens who established lay control over
schools, the selection of priests and - the most fundamental step according to the
literature - the poor box.8
The Protestant churches did not feel the need to symbolise the unity of the social fabric within the church. During and after the Reformation the population of
the towns on large parts of the North Sea shores tended to remain divided religiously at least for some time. In many coastal areas more denominations were tolerated. This would have made it logical to institute civil marriage and to leave poor

4 A. NAKKEN, La pauvreté en Norvège 1500-1800, in Aspects of poverty in Early Modern Europe III. La
pauvreté dans les pays nordiques 1500-1800, ed. T. RIIS, Odense 1990, pp. 64-93, 78.
5 R. JÜTTE, Poverty and Deviance in Early Modern Europe, Cambridge 1994, pp. 1-2, 100; E.P. DE G.
CHANEY, “Philanthropy in Italy”. English observations on Italian hospitals, 1545-1789, in Aspects of Poverty in
Early Modern Europe I, ed. T. RIIS, Alphen aan den Rijn e.a. 1981, pp. 183-217; O.F.J. BOSSY, Christianity
in the West 1400-1700, Oxford-New York 1985, pp. 144-145; O.H. HUFTON, The Poor of EighteenthCentury France 1750-1789, Oxford 1974, p. 133; A.L. BEIER, Masterless Men. The Vagrancy Problem in
England 1560-1640, London-New York 1985, pp. 4-6.
6 O.P. GRELL, A. CUNNINGHAM, The Reformation and Changes in Welfare Provisions in Early Modern
Northern Europe, in Heralth Care and Poor Relief in Protestant Europe 1500-1700, IDEM eds., London-New
York 1997, pp. 1-42. Differences between Protestant, Catholic or denominationally mixed countries
are also visible among the welfare states proper. P. FLORA, J. ALBER, Modernization, Democratization and
the Development of Welfare States in Western Europe, in The Development of Welfare States in Europe and America,
P. FLORA, A.J. HEIDENHEIMER eds., New Brunswick-London 1990, pp. 37-80, 43.
7 In a study on poor relief in Grenoble Norberg even claims that Catholicism in this way
“overcame what political scientists call the ‘free rider problem’” (quoted in M.H.D. VAN LEEUWEN,
Pre-industriële armenzorg in Europa, in Op lange termijn. Verklaringen van trends in de geschiedenis van
samenlevingen, H. FLAP, M.H.D. VAN LEEUWEN eds., Hilversum 1994, pp. 171-182, 177.
8 J. WHALEY, Religious Toleration and Social Change in Hamburg 1529-1819, Cambridge 1985, pp. 13-15;
M. LINDEMANN, Patriots and Paupers. Hamburg, 1712-1830, New York 1990, pp. 14-17.
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relief to the civil authorities, even if the Reformers had not already suggested that
much.9
The dissolution of the monasteries and other Catholic institution meant that
other institutions and sometimes other ways had to be created to provide the income from which poor relief was to be paid. Often the capital of Catholic institutions was used to finance the new poor relief agency. To give just one example, the
funds belonging to the altar of the Scots in the church of Our Lady in Copenhagen
were after the Reformation transferred to the hospital in the Danish Capital, where
the Scots could dispose of two beds from then on.10 Some poor relief agencies got
their revenues mainly from investments, which could date back to pre-Reformation
days. In that case day to day income from gifts was less important.11 More typical
was the creation of a common chest on the local level, in which the revenues from
individual charity, investments and taxes would flow.
As an argument against labelling the older method of direct charity Catholic
and the newer position Protestant, Robert Jütte gives a table of the advocates of
both positions. This shows that the older position, allowing begging and indiscriminate almsgiving, was mainly taken by Catholics. However, the newer position, prohibiting begging and indiscriminate alms giving, was taken by both Protestant and
Catholic writers and also by those which are better labelled humanists than included
in either category.12
I have taken his group of writers and plotted them on maps 1 and 2. Each diamond shaped figure stands for a city in which one of these writers has been typically active or influential, as far as these could be determined. If we look at the
advocates of discriminating in giving alms (Im. 1), we find them all over western
Europe - which may be a reflection of the harshness of this Iron century -, but with
a concentration along the shores of the North Sea. The image is even clearer if we
look at begging (Im. 2). The places where those who wanted to prohibit begging
were active are to be found near Wittenberg, where Luther was active. Some single
cases can be found elsewhere, but the main concentration is again on the North Sea
shores. The other position in this debate was not prohibiting, but only limiting begging. Its principal proponents are mainly found in Spain.
If the traditional view saw the new system of poor relief as caused by the Reformation, it simply got the chronology wrong and can be discarded. Protestantism
and Catholicism, certainly post-Tridentine Catholicism, to some extent underwent
the same developments in the field of poor relief and charity. However the part of
Europe which would become the Protestant heartland also adopted the innovations
in poor relief early and thoroughly. If the Reformation was not the cause of the
9 A. PETTEGREE, Emden and the Dutch revolt. Exile and the Development of Reformed Protestantism,
Oxford 1992, p. 249; J. SPAANS, Haarlem na de Reformatie. Stedelijke cultuur en kerkelijk leven 1577-1620,
Den Haag 1989; H. SCHILLING, Religion and Society in the Northern Netherlands. “Public church” and
Secularization, Marriage and Midwives, Presbyteries and Participation, in IDEM, Religion, Political Culture and the
Emergence of Early Modern Society. Essays in German and Dutch History, Leiden 1992, pp. 353-412.
10 T. RIIS, Conclusion, in Aspects of poverty III, cit., pp. 130-136, 131.
11 M. PRAK, Goede buren en verre vrienden. De ontwikkeling van onderstand bij armoede in Den Bosch sedert
de Middeleeuwen, in Op lange termijn, cit., pp. 147-167.
12 R. JÜTTE, Poverty and Deviance, cit., p. 101.
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change in poor relief, this does not mean that there were no relations. Long before
the Reformation changes within the Northern and southern varieties of Christianity
had surfaced. It had more expressive forms in Southern Europe, whereas for instance carnival never struck root in the North. Fraternities were important in the
South-European religious life, and parishes came to the fore in the North, a difference which was also influential in the organisation of poor relief.13 Whether the
doctrinal differences in looking at alms and poverty were a cause or a consequence,
poor relief reform was relatively quickly and uniformly adopted in the Protestant
countries of north-west Europe and not in the Catholic South.14

2. Urbanization and economic development
Affluence and poor relief were related in several ways. Philosophically speaking,
one can only be poor if somebody else is rich. Less fundamentally, but more to the
point here, economic development and urbanisation lay both at the roots of the
new urgency with which poverty was felt in the sixteenth century and provided the
means to alleviate it.
The southern shores of the North Sea were the most developed area of Europe
economically speaking, from the sixteenth century, with the rise of Antwerp,
through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when Amsterdam was dominant
and thereafter, when London became the centre of capitalism in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The rise of commercial and industrial capitalism meant the
rise of wage labour. Charles Tilly estimated that in 1500 about 30 % of the European working population worked for wages and that this figure had risen to about 67
% at the end of the eighteenth century.15 The change from small independent artisan to wage labourer meant on the average a higher risk of poverty.16 The rise of
poverty was especially sharp in the long sixteenth century and between 1770 and
1850. These were also the years during which poor relief arrangement were debated
and changed in many European countries. For those entrepreneurs who relied on
the labour markets in towns or commercial agriculture, it made sense to help a labour reserve survive slack times.17 However, this can hardly been have the main
trust behind poor relief in the Early Modern Period, given the fact that only very
few private firms employed so many workers that they could have felt that they directly profited from a reserve army of workers. In the Netherlands urban poor relief was financed to a large extent from contributions from almost all inhabitants
13

O.F.J. BOSSY, Christianity in the West, cit., pp. 57-63.
R. JÜTTE, Poverty and Deviance, cit., pp. 100-125.
15 C. TILLY, Demographic Origins of the European Proletariat, in Proletarianizaion and Family History, d.
D. LEVINE, Orlano e.a. 1984, pp. 1-85, 36.
16 G.P.M. POT, Arm Leiden. Levensstandaard, bedeling en bedeelden, 1750-1854, Hilversum 1994, pp. 17.
17 C. LIS, H. SOLY, Poverty and Capitalism in Pre-Industrial Europe, Brighton 1979; G.R. BOYER, An
Economic Model of the English Poor Law, ca. 1780-1834, in “Explorations in Economic History”, 22, 1985,
pp. 29-167, IDEM, The Old Poor Law and The Agricultural Labor Market in Southern England. An Empirical
Analysis, in “Journal of Economic History”, 46, 1986, pp. 113-135. For the debate in Hamburg see M.
LINDEMANN, Patriots and Paupers, cit..
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and all layers of society. The contributors to poor relief were not the employers
who stood to profit from a reserve army of labour, but the workers who stood to
feel its competition.
Commercial and manufacturing activities were centralised in towns. Along the
southern North Sea shores the level of urbanisation was high and rising fast during
the Early Modern period. The area had, as Jan de Vries has measured it, the highest
urban potential in Europe.18 Towns attracted migrants in greater number than before. In Britain, for instance, in the Middle Ages someone who visited a town could
expect “neighbourly hospitality, including food, drink and shelter.”19 With the rise
of commercial lodging, and commercial relations more generally, this traditional
hospitality was already disappearing in the fifteenth century. In a remote area like
the Scottish Highlands, lodging even in 1770 could only be found at private homes
and paying for this hospitality was felt as an insult. But in the economic centres this
and other mechanisms to assimilate outsiders came under stress after 1500, when
the poor migrated in search for work in much larger numbers.20 Even without hospitality mechanisms in place, the poor flocked to towns in search of an income, either through work or through poor relief.21 In Amsterdam, in 1614, Pontanus
remarked that the large majority of those on poor relief were strangers: “French,
Walloons, Brabanters, Flemish, Frisians, Emdeners, English, Westphalians, people
from Dithmarsch and Eiderstedt and other foreign nations, driven from their countries by war and other necessities.”22
Population growth added to the drift to the towns. Once again, this was
stronger in the North Sea area. Whereas population stopped growing in the Mediterranean area, Central Europe and France from the 1570s, even falling regionally

18 J. DE VRIES, European Urbanization 1500-1800, Cambridge, Mass 1984, pp. 160-167. Poor relief
also mattered outside towns. Unfortunately, only for England research has been done into poor relief
on the countryside (M.H.D. VAN LEEUWEN, Surviving with a Little Help. The Importance of Charity to the
Poor of Amsterdam, 1800-1850, in a Comparative Perspective, in “Social History”, 18, 1993, pp. 319-338).
P.M. SOLAR suggests that the reason for this is that only in England poor relief outside towns
amounted to something (Poor Relief and Economic Development Before the Industrial Revolution, in “Economic
History Review”, 48, 1995, pp. 1-22).
19 P. CLARK, Migrants in the City, in Migration and Society in Early Modern England, P. CLARK, D.
SOUDEN eds., London 1987, pp. 276-284, 276; A.L. BEIER, Masterless Men, cit., pp. 79-85.
20 F. HEAL, Hospitality in Early Modern England, Oxford 1990; P. CLARK, Migrants in the City, cit.
21 A.L. BEIER, Masterless Men, cit., pp. 40-47; A. NAKKEN, La pauvreté en Norvège, cit., p. 87; H.
JØRGENSEN, L’assistance aux pauvres au Danemark jusqu’à la fin du XVIIIe siècle’, in Aspects of poverty III, cit.,
pp. 9-34, 22, 24.
22 I.J. PONTANUS, Historische Beschrijvinghe der seer wijt beroemde coop-stadt Amsterdam, Amsterdam
1614, pp. 129-130, quoted in N. AL, C. LESGER, ‘Twee volken [...] besloten binnen Amstels wallen’? Antwerpse
migranten in Amsterdam omstreeks 1590, in “Tijdschrift voor sociale geschiedenis”, 21, 1995, pp. 129-144,
136. Pontanus’ remark was based on information supplied by the overseers of outdoor relief. M. H. D.
VAN LEEUWEN, Overrun by hungry hordes? Migrants’ entitlements to poor relief in the Netherlands, 16th–20th
centuries, in Migration, settlement and belonging in Europe, 1500–2000: comparative perspective, S. HINDLE, A.
WINTER eds., Oxford forthcoming, argues that work on the Dutch fleet and demand on the
Amsterdam labour market acted as a safety valve for Dutch poor relief, enabling it to absorb the
influx of foreigners.
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and temporally, it continued in north-western Europe until the 1660s.23 The larger
number of poor in growing cities made it impossible for wealthier individuals to
oversee which poor person deserved his or her money. This led to the suggestion
to replace the old system of individuals who gave alms on the street to any beggar.
As we saw, the alternative was an institution, which could monitor all those who
asked for assistance, give the justified amount of support to deserving widows, infirm, young or aged persons and could separate these from the able bodied adult
males who contemporary social theory thought able to take care of themselves. It
could also provide for institutions which would discipline and train those deemed
able to work, so that they could take their place in the work force eventually.
Urbanisation was not the only feature of the North Sea area which helped proto-welfare institutions to establish themselves. A link has been suggested between
the nuclear family and welfare arrangements. The nuclear family, in which patents
and children normally live together without other kin, is found in Early Modern
Europe especially on the shores of the North Sea. In northwest Europe marriages
were concluded at a relatively late age. The newlyweds did not live in with their patents, but usually formed a new household of their own. Contacts with other kin
were relatively weak. As the sources do not permit the relevant observations everywhere in the early modern period, it is not always easy to tell where the nuclear
family prevailed. According to the literature it was especially prominent in England,
northern France, the coastal provinces of the Netherlands, Denmark, Iceland and
Norway. The information on Germany is mixed.24 Im. 3 gives the situation in the
last two centuries, when better data make it possible to draw a detailed map. Depicted is what Emanuel Todd has defined as the absolute nuclear family: few
households with three generations combined with freedom for the testator not to
divide the family property equally among the heirs.25
As many people lived without intensive economic relations with an extended
family, they could not expect to be supported by their kin in times of need.26 They
had to rely on the neighbourhood or were dependent on poor relief.27 This was an23 J. DE VRIES, The Economy of Europe in an Age of Crisis, 1600-1750, Cambridge 1976, pp. 4-5. For
more detail, see L. HEERMA VAN VOSS, P. HOLM, Close Encounters with the Dutch, in Ricchezza del mare,
ricchezza dal mare, secc. XIII-XVIII. Atti della “Trentasettesima Settimana di Stud”, 11-15 Aprile 2005, ed. S.
CAVACIOCCHI, Firenze 2006, pp. 147-178. The influence of labour migration in the North Sea area is
described in J VAN LOTTUM, Across the North Sea. Labour Migration in the North Sea region, c. 1550-1850,
Amsterdam 2007.
24 See the literature in L. HEERMA VAN VOSS, North Sea Culture, in The North Sea and Culture, cit.,
pp. 21-40.
25 E. TODD, L’invention de l’Europe, Paris 1990, pp. 29-47. The map of Europe employed by Todd
has been adopted here as a basis for the other illustrations.
26 P. LASLETT, The European Family and Early Industrialization’, in Europe and the Rise of Capitalism, J.
BAECHLER, J.A. HALL, M. MANN eds., Oxford 1989, pp. 234-241, 239; P. LASLETT, Family and
Household as Workgroup and Kin Group: Areas of Traditional Europe Compared, in Family Forms in Historic
Europe, ed. R. WALL, Cambridge 1983, pp. 513-563, 550; A. MACFARLANE, The Culture of Capitalism,
Oxford 1989, p. 144. The arguments proposed by S. WOOLF (The Poor in Western Europe in the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Centuries, London-New York 1986, p. 16) against this link are unconvincing.
27 C. LIS, H. SOLY, Neighbourhood Social Change in West European Cities. Sixteenth to Nineteenth
Centuries, in “International Review of Social History”, 38, 1993, pp. 1-30.
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other factor which stimulated the developed of a viable poor relief system. Woolf
suggests that a well-developed system of outdoor relief, which he finds present in
England, the Dutch Republic and Denmark, reinforced the role of the family,
whereas indoor relief replaced the family by an institution.28
Towns brought together large numbers of the poor but also the riches which
made it easier to finance poor relief. Economic precocity did not bring the poorer
segments of society only misery. The economic position of the Dutch republic was
among other things based on the trade in Baltic grain, which not only allowed the
Dutch economy to focus on more profitable activities than growing staple food,
but also assured the Dutch population a steady supply of affordable rye and
wheat.29 Effective poor relief was a matter of civic pride. The Dutch could afford
the luxury to think it uncivilised to let fellow citizens starve, as the English could,
but not too many other European nations.30 A reliable food supply stimulated a rationalist view of the world. Misfortune, even serious misfortune was no longer seen
in a fatalistic way but as a calculable risk against which insurance was possible.31

3. Institutions: Bridewells and Hofjes
Towns thus brought together masses of poor inhabitants who could not fall
back on family farms or extended families in time of need, and rich citizens able to
fund poor relief institutions. Poor relief and its reform were thus typically urban
phenomena, and ideas on poor relief and institutions travelled from town to town.
In the sixteenth century, Norwich was the second town of England, and an important centre of cloth production. It had intensive trade relations with the advanced Flemish centres of cloth production. This led to import of continental
institutions. Norwich was for instance the only English town ever to establish a
beguinage. Religious fugitives from the Low Countries settled in Norwich in large
numbers. The English Reformation brought the dissolution of the religious congregation. The local authorities in Norwich were much faster than those in other

28 WOOLF, Poor in Western Europe, cit., 31-34. The idea that Denmark knew a well developed
system of outdoor relief is not the impression one gets from H. JØRGENSEN, L’assistance, cit.
29 On the integration of grain markets, see C. VAN BOCHOVE, The economic Consequence of the Dutch.
Economic Integration around the North Sea, 1500-1800, Amsterdam 2008; K.G. PERSSON, Grain Markets in
Europe 1500-1800. Integration and Deregulation, Cambridge 1999; M. VAN TIELHOF, The ‘Mother of All
Trades’. The Baltic Grain Trade in Amsterdam from the Late 16th to the Early 19th Century, Leiden-BostonKöln 2002.
30 G.P.M. POT, Arm Leiden, cit., p. 20; J. ISRAEL, The Dutch Republic. Its Rise, Greatness, and Fall
1477-1806, Oxford 1995, pp. 356-357; P.M. SOLAR, Poor relief and economic development, cit.; J.A. FABER,
Dure tijden en hongersnoden in preïndustriëel Nederland, Amsterdam 1976; A. APPLEBY, Famine in Tudor and
Stuart England, Stamford 1978.
31 H. DE WAARDT, Toverij en samenleving, Holland 1500-1800, Den Haag 1991, p. 287; A. DE
SWAAN, Zorg en de staat, Amsterdam 1989, p. 158. On the link between poor relief and insurance M.
VAN LEEUWEN, De rijke Republiek. Gilden, assuradeurs en armenzorg 1500-1800, Den Haag-Amsterdam
2000.
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English towns to seize this opportunity to reform their Poor relief institutions.32
They took their cue from reforms instituted in Ypers in Flanders in 1525, which,
like the schemes we have seen, aimed at removing begging from the streets and
controlling who of the poor received relief.
Norwich started by giving the old and incapacitated a permit to beg. This
scheme to combat sturdy beggars was successful until the 1580s when epidemics
forced the authorities to allow begging again. As part of it, the town supported able
bodied unemployed who genuinely were looking for work. In 1549 it was the first
provincial town to levy compulsory payments from its wealthier citizens to finance
civic poor relief. The town was remarkably successful in combining compulsory
payments, collections and voluntary donations by wealthy citizens to finance this
system. In 1576 70 % of the citizens were asked to contribute to the compulsory
part of this mix. Influential citizens of Norwich, among them the archbishop of
Canterbury, Matthew Parker, were instrumental in promoting these schemes on a
national level in the 1570s, which eventually led to England adopting a national
Poor tax at the end of the 16th Century.33
An important innovation in the harsher treatment of beggars took root for the
first time around the North Sea: the bridewell or prison workhouse.34 Beggars, vagabonds and petty criminals were incarcerated in these institutions. In complete contrast to the earlier sanctified beggar, beggars were thus criminalised. They were
compelled to perform hard labour, both as a deterrent from begging and to learn
work discipline. The original Bridewell in London was turned over to the city in
1555. Oxford followed in 1562 and Norwich – in the context of the poor relief reforms which were discussed above - in 1565. Before the turn of the century at least
twelve other towns and cities and one fourth of the counties in England had followed this example. The continent followed with Amsterdam in 1596, where the
famous Rasphuis (for men) and Spinhuis (for women) were established. In 1598 the
Dutch towns of Leiden and Leeuwarden followed suit. Before 1620 a large number
of towns in England and the coastal provinces of the Republic established a prison
workhouse, and also Copenhagen (1605), Bremen (1608), Lübeck (1613), (Catholic)
Antwerp (1613), Hamburg (1618) and Helsingor (Im. 4).35 After 1620 other Euro-

32

Medieval Norwich, C. Rawcliffe, R. Wilson eds., London-New York 2004, pp. 261, 323-24; C.
RAWCLIFFE, Medicine for the Soul: the Life, Death and Resurrection of an English Medieval Hospital, Stroud
1999, ch 7, 203-4, 223.
33 Medieval Norwich, cit., pp. 48-53, 66; C. RAWCLIFFE, Medicine for the Soul, cit., pp. 218, 232. J.
POUND, Tudor and Stuart Norwich, Chichester 1988.
34 Sixteenth century experiments in Lyon, Rome and Milan were not continued. The description
of the development of the prison workhouse is based upon P. SPIERENBURG, The Prison Experience.
Disciplinary Institutions and their Inmates in Early Modern Europe, New Brunswick-London 1991 and J.
INNES, Prisons for the Poor. English Bridewells 1555-1800, in Labour, Law and Crime. An Historical Perspective,
F. SNYDER, D. HAY eds., London-New York 1987, pp. 42-122.
35 The map seriously underrepresents the number of bridewells established in England by 1620,
which numbered about 100. In the Dutch Republic the foundations not mentioned in the text where:
Haarlem (1609), Groningen (1609), Gouda (1610), Alkmaar (1613), Utrecht (c. 1616) and Delft (c.
1620)
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pean cities followed, but in the absolute monarchies the movement only gained
momentum in the second half of the seventeenth century.36
Another travelling institution were a particular form of almshouses, which I will
designate by their Dutch name, hofjes.37 They are found over a wide area of NorthWestern Europe. I am not aware of their existence outside this area, but they may
well have existed elsewhere. Almshouses are not always hofjes. In some cases almshouses were simply existing houses donated to charities or purchased by them to
house a number of the poor. Especially in rural areas, poor relief boards could
house a number of poor people, simply to guarantee shelter and distribute other
forms of relief efficiently. Hofjes were specifically built as complexes to house a
number of the elderly. This was typically an urban phenomenon. Each of the elderly had his or her own private room or small house. This type of charitable housing
was relatively expensive per inhabitant, compared to lodging a large number of the
elderly in the dormitory of a hospital, but offered more privacy and space to the
occupants. We can see the change in English hospitals that were converted into
almshouses, where dormitories were divided into separate rooms.38 Apparently a
need to give the elderly more privacy was felt. As this example shows, the spatial
form of being built around a court is not essential for an almshouse to offer private
quarters to all inhabitants. It could take the form of a hospital converted into separate dwellings, or a row of small houses in a street. What I want to stress here is
that each inhabitant had a separate dwelling, and as this is always the case with
almshouses-in court, I will use the word hofje to designate all almshouses with this
degree of privacy.
As one can imagine, this expensive kind of housing was felt to be for the upper
layer of the poor. As one could still have one’s own household, the situation was in
some ways similar to the poor supported on outdoor relief. The wealthy benefactors that founded hofjes often stipulated that their family members, should they ever need charity, would be housed there, or reserved places for their domestic
servants. Still the scale on which this relative luxurious form of housing was supplied was substantial. Looijesteijn has calculated that at the end of the eighteenth
century nine per cent of the inhabitants of Leiden over the age of fifty could live in
a hofje.
36 C. SACHßE, F. TENNSTEDT, Geschichte der Armenfürsorge in Deutschland. Vom Spätmittelalter bis zum
1. Weltkrieg, Stuttgart e.a. 1980, p. 113. In Spain, Italy, France and the Austrian territories the galleys
were a comparable institution for male criminals. Some inmates of French hospitals were forced to
perform labour, but this institution was more generally dedicated to the care of miserable citizens than
the Northern workhouses. In the spanish Netherlands the Flemish areas, including Brussels (in 1625)
adopted the workhouse, whereas Walloon Liège adopted a house of force which resembled a French
hôpital général (P. SPIERENBURG, Prison experience, cit, p. 275). Although some of the early
establishments were there (Stockholm 1625, Trondhjem 1630), the prison workhouse only expanded
in Scandinavia later on (A. NAKKEN, La pauvreté en Norvège, cit., p. 80).
37 The description of hofjes presented here, is based on the papers presented in september 2011
at a conference on almshouses in Haarlem, organised by Henk Looijesteijn and Marco van Leeuwen.
A selection of the papers is forthcoming in the Scandinavian Economic History Review.
38 M. KENISTON MCINTOSH, Poor Relief in England, 1350-1600, Cambridge 2012, p. 65.
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It is still too early to offer a map for the prevalence of hofjes, but the area
where they spread seems to confirm to the one of Im. 4, even if the numbers involved are much higher. Looijesteijn has counted 584 hofjes in the Netherlands.
Hofjes were numerous in England, even if we can suspect that the majority of the
rural almshouses were not of the hofje type. The four large almshouses in Norwich,
for example, each housed at least some of their inhabitants in separate rooms or
cottages. Some of the London almshouses were actually Dutch hofjes, and elsewhere too, for instance in the Blackheath Hundred, English alsmhouses resembl;ed
Dutch hofjes in organisation and architecture. In Hamburg hofjes were founded
from the seventeenth century. In Copenhagen in 1634 almshouses could house 44
of the Copenhagen poor. Almshouses continued to be founded here and in other
Danish towns for the upper layer of the poor until the end of the 19th Century. One
of the earlier establishments was the Abel Catherines Stiftels, founded in 1675 by the
noble woman Abel Catherine van der Wisch, whose name suggests a link with the
Netherlands. It comprised apartments for 24 poor women who each had a large
and a small room, a kitchen, and 52 rixdollars annually at their disposal.
Even in Norway, which was hardly urbanised, similar institutions were founded, for instance in Trondheim. There an institution for middle class elderly citizens
was established, St. Jørgen’s house, in the early 17th century. It was followed by two
larger hofjes in 1770 and 1772. In the meantime the town had also acquired a
Bridewell, in 1732, as other Norwegian towns were acquiring by that time.

4. Poor relief and mutual insurances
Towns with rich and poor inhabitants were of course found outside the North
Sea area too. Many North Italian towns, for instance, developed some of the larger
bureaucratised institutions which the second ideal type suggests.39 But even if they
did so, we have already seen that there were important differences, like the role of
religious fraternities in Catholic poor relief.40
One capitalist aspect of poor relief is the relation with mutual assurance, for instance organised by guilds. Recent research suggests that guilds kept their economic
importance right until the end of the ancien regime.41 One economic function was
providing services or financial benefits in the case of a burial, sickness, unemployment, old age or widowhood. Once again the Reformation could play a role, as the
pre-reformation guilds had had religious expenses, which after the Reformation
could be used to fund benefits. The very expensive support of elderly members and

39 T. RIIS, Poverty and Urban Development in Early Modern Europe (15th-18th/19th Centuries): a General
View’, in Aspects of poverty I, cit., pp. 1-28.
40 R. MACKENNEY, Tradesmen and Traders: the World of the Guilds in Venice and Europe c.1250-c.1650,
London e.a. 1987.
41 P. LOURENS, J. LUCASSEN, Ambachtsgilden in Nederland: een eerste inventarisatie, in “Nehajaarboek”, 57, 1994, pp. 34-62; S.R. EPSTEIN, Craft Guilds in the Pre-Modern Economy: a Discussion, in
“The Economic History Review”, 61, 2008, pp. 155-174.
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widows was already supplied by Amsterdam guilds from 1634.42 In the eighteenth
century the insurance of elderly and widows became more important. Some of the
funds established by guilds developed into independent friendly societies. At the
end the eighteenth century about one fourth of the Amsterdam male labour force
was insured in this way.43 By the time the guilds were discontinued in 1811, between 8 and 9.000 inhabitants, or 4 % of the population of Amsterdam, were receiving benefits. This was a slightly higher percentage of the population than those
receiving poor relief permanently.44 We know that guilds remained important elsewhere too, and that they provided insurance against comparable risks. However,
the amount of coverage in Amsterdam seems to have been more extensive than
elsewhere.45
Even if the actuarial know-how required for the operation of these guild funds
was not very high, the existence of an extended system of insurance not only points
to a rationalist outlook on life, but is also an indicator for widespread literacy and
account keeping. Indeed literacy and schools were widespread around the North
Sea shores. Partly this was concomitant with trade and town life, but literacy was
also high in North Sea areas which were less urbanised and less integrated in the
world market, like Lowland Scotland or Scandinavia.46
Only in England a national poor relief legislation was adopted, which was more
or less uniformly applied to both the countryside and the towns. It was also the only country where poor relief was (from 1598-1601) regularly financed by a tax on
property.47 Scotland adopted the English legislation, but its 1574-1579 poor legislation was not implemented. In Scotland (kirk sessions), Scandinavia and the Dutch
Republic the churches played an important role in poor relief albeit under supervision of the public authorities. In Norway and Denmark the law laid down that each
parish should have a common box, which was filled by private donations.48 In the
Dutch Republic local taxes supplemented what the denominations could not collect
from their faithful, but a mixed system remained operative.49
42 J. VAN GENABEEK, De afschaffing van de gilden en de voortzetting van hun functies, in “Neha-jaarboek”,
57, 1994, pp. 63-90, 81.
43 S. BOS , “Uyt liefde tot malcander”. Onderlinge hulpverlening binnen de Noord-Nederlandse gilden in
internationaal perspectief (1570-1820), Amsterdam 1998, p. 344.
44 J. VAN GENABEEK, De afschaffing van de gilden en de voortzetting van hun functies, cit., p. 83.
45 A. BLACK, Guilds and Civil Society, London 1984; N.Z. DAVIS, A Trade Union in Sixteenth-century
France, in “Economic History Review”, 19, 1966, pp. 48-69; S. FRÖHLICH, Die soziale Sicherung bei
Zünften und Gesellenverbanden. Darstellung, Analyse, Vergleich, Berlin 1976; S. BOS , “Uyt liefde tot malcander”,
cit..
46 R.A. HOUSTON, Literacy in Early Modern Europe. Culture and Education 1500-1800, London-New
York 1988; M. SPUFFORD, Literacy, Trade and Religion in the Commercial Centres of Europe, in A Miracle
Mirrored. The Dutch Republic in European Perspective, J. LUCASSEN, C. DAVIDS eds., Cambridge 1995, pp.
229-283.
47 Even if in some other cases the rich were taxed to finance poor relief. In Denmark this was
debated in 1708, but only adopted in 1802/3 (H. JØRGENSEN, L’assistance, cit., pp. 23, 32).
48 D. VAN DAMME, Armenzorg en de staat, cit., pp. 132-153; R. JÜTTE, Poverty and deviance, cit., pp.
110-125.
49 e.g. G.P.M. POT, Arm Leiden, cit., p. 168. For this mixed system, see H. LOOIJESTEIJN, Funding
and founding private charities: Leiden almshouses and their founders, 1450-1800; E. VAN NEDERVEEN
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The level of relief under the English “old” poor law (i.e. before 1834) has a
good press. Snell records “payments to neighbours for nursing, smallpox inoculation or even spectacles” and finds himself “surprised by the generous and widely
encompassing nature of relief.”50 Blaug called the old poor law “a welfare state in
miniature.”51 In the Dutch Republic the level also seems to have been good.52 One
can find cases comparable to those mentioned by Snell: in Leiden a couple on poor
relief received 10 guilder to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary and the repair
of an artificial leg was paid for.53 One gets the impression from the literature that in
Denmark, Norway and Scotland poor relief only became well organised in the
eighteenth century.54 In Scotland this development took place in the Southern Lowlands. Only here the authorities eventually were prepared to tax higher incomes to
finance poor relief, like in neighbouring England.55
Around the turn of the nineteenth century the level of poor relief came under
attack, in England, in the Netherlands and in Scotland. The opinion was voiced that
poor relief, especially outdoor relief, made the poor idle. Up to some years ago this
has also been the opinion of historians: the co-existence of high wages and unemployment in the Dutch case was blamed on poor relief that was ‘too good’. In recent years a new communis opinio has established itself: the level of relief offered
to most recipients was simply too low to live on. Both in England and in the Dutch
Republic, and a fortiori in Scandinavia or Scotland, poor relief could only be one
source of income among many.56 This makes it less likely that high poor relief kept
recipients from accepting jobs.
However, even if poor relief was only one element in a survival strategy of the
poor, it must have been an important element. The passionate debate on poor re-

MEERKERK, The Will to Give: Charitable Bequests and Community Building in the Dutch Republic, c.1600-1800;
D.TEEUWEN, Collections for the Poor. Monetary Charitable Donations in Dutch towns, c.1600-1800; M.H.D.
VAN LEEUWEN, Giving in Early Modern History. Philanthropy in Amsterdam in the Golden Age forthcoming in
“Continuity and Change”, 27, 2012.
50 K.D.M. SNELL, Annals of the Labouring Poor. Social Change and Agrarian England 1660-1900,
Cambridge 1985, p. 105.
51 M. BLAUG, The Poor Law Report Re-Examined, in “Journal of Economic History”, 24, 1964, pp.
229-245, quoted by D. VAN DAMME, Armenzorg en de staat, cit., p. 137.
52 Ibid., p. 137. about poor relief in the Dutch Republic (e.g. Bagley in 1684 (R. JÜTTE, Poverty and
deviance, cit., p. 114) or Sir William Temple in 1672 (J. ISRAEL, The Dutch Republic, cit., pp. 353-355)),
which leqads to the conclusion that the Dutch provisions were not worse than the English at the end
of the seventeenth century.
53 G.P.M. POT, Arm Leiden, cit., p. 197.
54 A. NAKKEN, La pauvreté en Norvège, cit.; H. JØRGENSEN, L’assistance, cit..
55 R. MITCHISON, North and South: the Development of the Gulf in Poor Law Practice, in R.A. HOUSTON,
Scottish Society 1500-1800, Cambridge 1989, pp. 199-225.
56 H. JØRGENSEN, L’assistance, cit., p. 29; A. NAKKEN, La pauvreté en Norvège, cit., p. 87-88; M.H.D.
van Leeuwen, Surviving, cit., pp. 329, 335-336. A more optimistic view on relief levels in this period is
presented by D. THOMSON, Welfare and the Historians, in The World We Have Gained. Histories of Population
and Social Structure, L. BONFIELD, R.M. SMITH, K. WRIGHTSON eds., Oxford 1986, pp. 355-378.
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lief, the attention of the authorities to and the expenses met to uphold the system
of poor relief all suggest that relief cannot have been irrelevant for the recipient.57
That poor relief was an important income source for the poor becomes clear
when we find the poor arguing that they are entitled to relief. Along the shores of the
North Sea there was more respect for individual rights than elsewhere in Europe. The
protection of individual citizens in the juridical system was a central tenet.
In principle poor relief never became a right. It was a favour which could be
withheld at will by the distributing agency. Yet many of the poor and some relief
agencies treated relief as a right, thereby foreshadowing welfare state theory. This
was the case on the rich southern shores of the North Sea, but even on the more
peripheral northern shores some moves in this direction can be detected.58
These systems seem to have withstood the test of time till and through industrialisation.59 Quite large parts of the population of England and the Netherlands
were at times supported.60 Poor relief alone may not have kept them alive, but it
must have been very important in a survival strategy. At the end of the eighteenth
century bold proposals were put forward around the North Sea. Thomas Paine
proposed a compulsory insurance against the risks of invalidity and old age. His
proposal passed the Lower House. The Hamburg merchant Caspar Voght proposed a compulsory sickness and old age insurance in 1796.61

5. Conclusion
Around the North Sea urbanisation, and the growth of trade and industry created a relatively large group that had to live from a money income and could not
fall back on a family farm or firm. Family size was small. This created a need for
poor relief, which the local civic community was on the whole willing to meet:
through mutual assurance, individual charity, collections among large parts of the
population or through taxation. Ideas on poor relief and relevant institutions travelled between the towns concerned. The prevalent mood shifted from the idea that
57 H. VAN WIJNGAARDEN, Zorg voor de kost. Armenzorg, arbeid en onderlinge hulp in Zwolle 1650-1700,
Amsterdam 2000.
58 M.H.D. VAN LEEUWEN, Bijstand in Amsterdam, ca. 1800-1850. Armenzorg als beheersings- en
overlevingsstrategie (PhD dissertation Utrecht 1990), pp. 231-235; P.M. SOLAR, Poor relief and economic
development, cit; H. JØRGENSEN, L’assistance’ cit., pp. 17, 21. R. MITCHISON (North and South, cit., p. 219)
states that there was no feeling that a right to relief existed, but she also mentions that occasionally a
sheriff court might order relief and reports on standards of poor relief in different areas.
59 Although the English old poor law was abolished in 1834 and the Dutch system underwent a
severe crisis in the 1780-1815 period (J. DE VRIES, A. VAN DER WOUDE, Nederland 1500-1815. De eerste
ronde van moderne economische groei, Amsterdam 1995, pp. 757-762), in both countries there was a
continuity in at least minimal care for the poor.
60 J. Israel estimates that by 1616 some 10 % of the Amsterdam population was receiving relief
and in Haarlem at the end of the Dutch Golden Age roughly the same percentage (The Dutch Republic,
cit., p. 360). Van Leeuwens estimate for Amsterdam in the beginning of the nineteenth century is that
even 25 % was regularely supported (Surviving, cit, p. 320).
61 J. ALBER, Vom Armenhaus zum Wohlfahrtsstaat. Analysen zur Entwicklung der Sozialversicherung in
Westeuropa, Frankfurt-New York 1982, p. 32.
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charity was a good deed in itself, to the feeling that it had to be distributed in the
most efficient way. This led to the adoption of specific institutions: the North Sea
towns were quick to adopt Bridewells which were supposed to teach those poor
who were unwilling to work to do so. The risks of a monetarised economy also
threatened the middle classes. If they were no longer able to look after themselves,
a place in a hofje was a decent solution. There they could maintain the privacy that
they were used to. All in all the way of poor relief in north-western Europe thus
differed from that in the southern part of the continent.

Im. 1 16th Century debate on alms giving

♦ = advocate of discriminating in alms giving
Source: R. JÜTTE, Poverty and Deviance, cit., p. 101.
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Im. 2 16th Century debate on begging

♦ = advocate of prohibition
○ = advocate of limitations
Source: R. JÜTTE, Poverty and Deviance, cit., p. 101.
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Im. 3 Prevalence of absolute nuclear family (19th century)

Source: E. Todd, L’invention de l’Europe, cit., pp. 29-47.
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Im. 4 Bridewells founded before 1620

● = prison workhouse (Bridewell) established before 1620
Sources: P. Spierenburg, Prison experience, cit, pp. 13-25; J. Innes, Prisons for the Poor, cit.

